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Come join us for a presentation 
on everything conference-related! 

Register on the Graduate Writing 
Lab website at http://ctl.yale.edu/
writing/graduate  

The Yale Graduate Writing Lab at the Center for Teaching and Learning
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Welcome!
Please take a moment to sign in.



GIVING A CONFERENCE 
PRESENTATION
A Yale Graduate Writing Center Workshop
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①GETTING THERE
Selecting and Applying

Abstracts



Getting There

SELECTING AND APPLYING



Selecting and Applying

• To Be More Productive

• To Gain Experience

• To Share Your Research & Get Feedback

• To Network

WHY GO TO CONFERENCES?



Selecting and Applying

• Grad Student Conferences
• meet peers & get a chance to practice

• not necessarily competitive on a CV

• go in your early years

• National/International Conferences

• good places to network

• peer-reviewed and competitive -> the lines that count on your CV

• go when you are more advanced in your research

• Workshops/Regional Conferences

• can be a good compromise 

WHICH CONFERENCE TO GO TO?



Selecting and Applying

• Find out about CFPs by subscribing to mailing lists and 
checking the relevant websites/calendars

• Keep a spreadsheet or calendar of upcoming 
conferences that may be of interest to you. Deadlines 
can be very early!
• Ask professors/peers for advice 

CALLS FOR PAPERS



Selecting and Applying

• you could apply with an abstract of a paper you have 
written 

• OR: apply with an abstract of a paper that you are 
hoping to write!

• note: once you are accepted, you will often have the 
opportunity to change the abstract and title of the paper

WHAT TO PRESENT?



Getting There

ABSTRACTS



Abstracts

• an engaging description of a paper that you have 
written or are in the process of writing

• different from the abstract for a research article

• abstracts for conferences in the Humanities and Social 
Sciences are typically 250-500 words long

WHAT IS AN ABSTRACT?



Abstracts

Results of a study of the properties of high and low rated abstracts at a major 
humanities conference in the U.S.(Berkenkotter and Huckin 1995):

WHAT IS A GOOD ABSTRACT?

High-Rated Abstracts Low-Rated Abstracts
Topics were of current interest to 
experienced members of the 
community

Topics were of lesser interest

A problem was clearly defined No clear problem was defined

Problem was addressed in a 
novel way

Problem, if defined, received less 
interesting treatment

Special terminology was current Terminology was standard
Several explicit and implicit 
references to the scholarly 
literature

Fewer citations and allusions 
were used 



Abstracts

1. Find a Catchy Title

2. Outline/promote/problematize the research field or topic

3. Justify your research

4. Comment on your methodology

5. Give a brief outline of your talk

6. Summarize your main findings

7. End with further observations (implications, importance, 
future developments)

A RECIPE



② YOUR TALK 
Preparing Your Talk

Organizing Your Talk
Presenting Your Talk



Your Talk

PREPARING YOUR TALK



Preparing Your Talk



Preparing Your Talk

• to read or not to read?

• calculate 2-3 minutes per page

• seminar paper           conference talk
• only essential background
• focus on original ideas

• abstract          conference talk
• don’t feel wedded to the abstract

TIPS FOR PREPARING YOUR TALK



Preparing Your Talk

• everyone should practice

• practice the whole talk before an audience

• time yourself

• get feedback

PRACTICE!



Your Talk

ORGANIZING YOUR TALK



Organizing Your Talk

• allocate time/information appropriately
• back-calculate: assess whether you have allocated enough/time 

info for each piece

• understand your audience’s needs
• anticipate your audience and adjust accordingly: dept(s), 

expertise, expectations?

• aim for clarity
• think about how you best follow along someone else’s 

presentation

GENERAL TIPS FOR ORGANIZATION



Organizing Your Talk

• start broad, then get specific

• divide your talk into episodes
• give a good overview, and use 

transitions

• end broadly

THE STRUCTURE OF YOUR TALK



Your Talk

PRESENTING YOUR TALK



Presenting Your Talk

• see this as an opportunity

• make the most of your time

• don’t expect it to be perfect

• communicate your excitement

PRESENT WITH A PURPOSE



Presenting Your Talk

• dress to impress

• arrive early, and make sure the tech is working

• introduce yourself if necessary, and thank the organizers

• start your timer (or look at your watch)

• relax, and get enough sleep!

BEFORE YOUR TALK



Presenting Your Talk

• starting out is the hardest part

• write out and memorize the first lines:
“Thank you, fictional person, for this great introduction, and also 
thank you Graduate Student Writing Center for sponsoring this 
great event. It’s a pleasure to be here today…
Presenting at a conference is an important step to academic 
success…”

STARTING OUT



Presenting Your Talk

• identify everything on a slide or handout

• avoid distracting tics

• pause for emphasis (or to drink some water!)

• use spoken language, not written one

• stay in control

DURING YOUR TALK



Presenting Your Talk

• talk to your audience – keep eye contact

• ask questions

• keep it interesting:
• modulate your voice
• share interesting episodes
• give unique examples
• use humor

KEEP YOUR AUDIENCE IN MIND, 
AND KEEP THEIR ATTENTION



Presenting Your Talk

• Don’t drink coffee before a talk

• practice, practice, practice

• write out the opening sentence

• focus on a friendly person

• know that your audience wants 
you to succeed

• know that you are the expert

• be prepared to improvise

CONQUERING NERVOUSNESS



Presenting Your Talk

• signal the ending
• “To conclude…”
• “On my final slide…”

• finish with a few concluding sentences that
• summarize your conclusions
• highlight the significance of your work
• indicate next steps (if appropriate)
• acknowledge your collaborators 

• finish on time!

CONCLUDING



③ YOUR 
HANDOUT/POWERPOINT

General Guidelines
Do’s & Don’ts



Handouts/PowerPoints

YOUR HANDOUT



Handouts

• it makes you happy
a handout helps you…
• avoid information overload
• think through your talk
• stop worrying about forgetting what you want to say
• de-clutter your presentation
• make your presentation more memorable

WHY HAVE A HANDOUT?



Handouts

• it makes your audience happy
a handout provides your audience with…
• relaxation 
• space for note-taking
• a memory aid
• more information
• an easy way to contact you afterwards

WHY HAVE A HANDOUT?



Handouts

• don’t just print out your slides!

• make it look professional

• keep it short

• include references

• provide white space

• remember to include your contact information

WHAT SHOULD IT LOOK LIKE?



Handouts

• prepare your handouts well in advance

• print more than you think you’ll need

• make sure your handout reflects your presentation

• be sure to refer to your handout 

• number sections, graphs and quotations 

• before or after?

TIPS FOR CONFERENCE HANDOUTS



Handouts/PowerPoints

YOUR POWERPOINT PRESENTATION



PowerPoint

• do not put your entire talk on your PPT presentation!
• essential visuals
• key quotations 
• bullet points

• keep it simple – one concept per slide

• no more than 1-2 slides per minute

• legibility and professionalism are crucial

RULES OF POWERPOINT



PowerPoint 

• aim for clarity:
• use colors sparingly
• aim for good contrast
• align to organize

• simplify and focus:
• present one idea at a time
• use animation to show things one by one
• do not show anything you don’t discuss

• prepare slides for the audience, not for yourself

DESIGN







PowerPoint 

• make slides consistent (font, colors)

• choose conservative colors

• use colors with good contrast

• highlight important information visually

• use large fonts 

• check for mispelled words

LEGIBILITY



PowerPoint 

• write as clearly as possible (<10 words per bullet)

• do not write paragraphs

• try to keep bullet points to one line

• minimize text, focus on impact

• strip text away from your slides as you revise

WRITING 



PowerPoint 

DEATH BY POWERPOINT –
SOME EXAMPLES











PowerPoint 

WHAT GOES WRONG HERE?



④ STRATEGIES FOR 
PUBLIC SPEAKING

Your Posture
Your Attitude

Your Voice



Posture

• stand powerfully

• stand stably

• stand like you own the place

• avoid physical ticks

• gesture carefully

YOUR POSTURE



Attitude

• don’t apologize

• be professional

• be confident

• be enthusiastic

YOUR ATTITUDE



Voice 

JULIAN TREASURE: 
HOW TO SPEAK SO THAT OTHERS LISTEN I 



Voice

• stabilize your voice:

• take deep, low breaths

• don’t forget to breathe

• pause between thoughts and sentences

• avoid “umm” and “ahh” at all costs

• remember to keep speaking slowly

• have a friend tell you about your verbal ticks

YOUR VOICE



⑤ THE Q&A 
And How You Survive It !



Q&A

• answer with confidence

• answer with a recipe

• acknowledge pitfalls

• follow up with enthusiasm

Q&A STRATEGIES



Q&A

• try to anticipate questions

• adopt an open demeanor

• do not defend or criticize

• confidently acknowledge gaps in 
your knowledge

• remember: you are the expert 

ANSWER WITH CONFIDENCE



Q&A

• look interested

• listen to the question (take notes if 
needed)

• say thank you

• repeat the question

• answer briefly

ANSWER WITH A RECIPE



Q&A

• gracefully accept criticism

• do not respond defensively

• but also: hold your ground

• remember: you look stronger if you 
engage with criticism seriously

ACKNOWLEDGE PITFALLS



Q&A

• connect after your presentation

• follow up on challenging questions

• supplement answers

• get people’s information and 
contacts

FOLLOW UP WITH ENTHUSIASM



Thank You!


